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AIRCRAFT HIGHLIGHTS

Engines Enrolled on MSP-Gold
APU Enrolled on MSP-Gold
Swift Broadband International Internet
Dual Universal UNS-1EW FMS with WAAS/LPV
US Based Since New
Immaculately Maintained
AIRFRAME
Year of Manufacturer:
Entry into Service:

2004
2004

Total Hours:
Total Landings:
Aircraft Location:

4,319
1,684
Minot, ND (KMOT)

APU

Enrolled on Honeywell MSP-G

Description:
Serial Number:
Time:

Honeywell GTCP 36-150(W)
P-806
882

Maintenance Tracking:

G-CMP

ENGINES Honeywell TFR-731-40R-200G - Enrolled on MSP-G
Serial Number
Engine 1: P113253
Engine 2: P113256

Total Time
4,319
4,319

Cycles
1,684
1,684
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AVIONICS
Collins Pro Line 4
Collins ADF
Dual Collins VHF-422C Communication Radios
Universal CVR-30B

NAVIGATION AND COMPLIANCE
ADS-B v2 Out
TCAS 7.1
RVSM
WAAS/LPV

Dual Universal UNS-1EW FMS w/ WAAS
Collins HF-9000 w/SELCAL Hi Frequency Radios

CONNECTIVITY

Dual Collins VIR-432 w/FM immunity Navigation Radios
Collins ALT-55B Radar Altimeter
L3 Stormscope

Swift Broadband International Internet
Cobham Aviator 300 w/dual handsets

Flight Data Recorder
Honeywell Mark V EGPWS TAWS
Collins TCAS w/change 7.1
Transponder: Dual Collins TDR-94D Mode S w/enhanced flight ID
Collins RTA-854 Weather Radar
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INTERIOR

ENTERTAINMENT

Refurbished by Duncan Aviation in 2010

Airshow 4000 displayed on 10” Monitor

The interior refurbishment shows like new and has been impeccably
maintained by the current owner.
Configured for seven (7) passengers, the 375 cubic feet of cabin
volume is equipped with power outlets throughout, a full-service
galley, a private belted lavatory, and ample room for luggage in an
external compartment.
The forward cabin consists of two (2) club seats opposite a forward
full-service galley.
The aft cabin is a four (4) place club configuration. Club seats are
finished in a Mocha colored leather and the wood consists of a
Sycamore veneer with Mohawk finish.
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EXTERIOR
Pristine Exterior: Overall Matterhorn White with Green and Gold Gray Striping by Duncan in 2010
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FORWARD GALLEY LOOKING FORWARD
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FORWARD CLUB SEATS
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AFT CABIN LOOKING FORWARD
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AFT CABIN LOOKING AFT
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AFT LAVATORY
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ABOUT JET EDGE PARTNERS
Jet Edge Partners is a full-service aircraft broker and dealer formed as a division of Jet Edge International. The aircraft sales experts at Jet Edge Partners
work to understand the mission profiles, goals, and operational budget of our clientele to ensure they are linked with the best possible aircraft to meet their
individual needs. The team is integrated in real time to the movements in the markets and are skilled in projecting future trends in the aviation industry.
Throughout their careers, the Sales team at Jet Edge Partners have successfully completed aircraft transactions totaling hundreds of millions of dollars.
With offices and sales professionals located throughout the United States, Jet Edge Partners provide clients with the knowledge and understanding of the
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O U R LO C AT I O N

60 West Street, Suite 400
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
Contact us for more information:
+1 410 928 4022
info@jetedgepartners.com
www.jetedgepartners.com
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